Puanahulu Govt. Lots.
N. Koga, Hawaii.
#29.
Notes of Survey.
Puamahulu Govt.Lots.
N.Kona,Hawaii.

#96.

Notes of Survey:

Beginning at the North angle this lot, the coordinates of said point referred to the Govt. Survey Reference Station "Kaloshaku" being 402 ft. along East edge of road reserve and along lot #94.

2-8,21'10"W. - 396' along East edge of road reserve and along lot #25.

3-8,73'13"W. - 267' across road and along lot #26 to South Angle at a + marking the Kauhiku Survey Reference Station.

4-N.12'41"W. - 197' along edge of the Napu ridge.

5-N.13'38"W. - 630' to West

6-N.03'09"W. - 277' to West Angle.

7-N.89'34"R. - 1290' along lot #30 to point of beginning.

Reserving a 25 foot roadway on East boundary this lot and along lots #24 & #25, leaving a net area of 10.2 acres.
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